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Key Facts
WebStorm is an integrated development 
environment for JavaScript and its related 
technologies. Just like other JetBrains IDEs, 
WebStorm makes your development experience 
more enjoyable, automating routine work and 
helping you handle complex tasks with ease.

System Requirements
• Windows: 8 or later (64-bit versions) 
• macOS: 10.13 or later (64-bit versions)
• Linux: GNOME, KDE, 

or Unity desktop(64-bit versions)
• 2 GB of free RAM 

(recommended 8 GB of total system RAM) 
• At least 3.5 GB of free disk space

Key Benefits
• Enjoy productive coding. Get straight to 

coding with everything you need for JavaScript 
development available out of the box. Stay 
productive and focus on more creative tasks 
while WebStorm takes care of all the routine 
work for you.

• Be confident in the results of your work. 
Write code that is more reliable and easier 
to maintain, with the IDE running dozens of 
code inspections as you type and promptly 
detecting potential problems. Refactor your 
entire codebase in a few clicks and make sure 
nothing is overlooked when implementing 
large structural changes.

• Reduce the stress of complex tasks. Afraid 
of messing something up with Git and losing 
important changes? Or breaking something 
when renaming a component across your 
entire project? WebStorm will simplify these 
and other challenging tasks so you can focus 
on the big picture.

Key Features
• Intelligent text editor with code completion, 

powerful navigation, safe refactorings, and on-
the-fly error detection.

• Out-of-the-box support for a wide range of 
languages and technologies, such as JavaScript, 
TypeScript, React, Vue, Angular, Node.js, HTML, 
style sheets, and more. 

• Hundreds of code inspections, one-click quick-
fix suggestions, and integration with ESLint, 
TSLint, and other code quality tools.

• JavaScript debugger with visual breakpoints, 
stepping, frames view, and watchers, which 
works with Google Chrome.

• Powerful Node.js debugger for debugging 
applications that run locally or remotely.

• Live Edit feature which shows changes made 
in HTML and CSS files in the browser without 
reloading the page.

• Remote collaborative development and pair 
programming with bundled Code With Me service.

• Integration with build tools and task runners such 
as npm, webpack, Gulp, and Grunt.

• Built-in HTTP Server, REST Client, and Terminal.
• JavaScript unit testing with Karma, Jest, Mocha, 

and Protractor, right in the IDE.
• Integration with version control systems including 

Git, GitHub, Subversion, and Mercurial.
• Cross-platform: works on Windows, macOS, 

and Linux with a single product license.
• Integration with various issue trackers.
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